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Welcome
to Bkool

Welcome to Bkool,
the unlimited experience.
Give it a try.
Dare to jump in. Immerse yourself in an ever changing world
that broadens while you explore. Don’t give up. Invite your friends,
build a team. It could be your partner, it could be your colleagues.
Share this mind-blowing experience as stroke after stroke, you
discover more than just new horizons: you discover you.
Put yourself to the test with adrenaline and sweat. Laugh. Shout. Compete
– or don’t. Challenge. Be challenged. Give it your all.
The world is round, so let’s roll with it. Unleash the potential
of an unlimited journey full of sensation and emotion.
Are you in? Sign up here!

Bkool Cycling
Simulator
Unleash the potential of an unlimited
journey, full of sensation & emotion.

Unlimited Rides
Discover thousands of 3D- and video-based routes,
from the Alps to New York.

Infinite Teammates
Compete in dynamic online challenges & leagues.
Ride with friends or by yourself.

Immersive Weather
With 3D RealWeatherTM for real-time weather
conditions, making each ride unique.

Ultimate Connectivity
Connect to StravaTM, GarminTM, or Training
PeaksTM for infinite data analysis.

Unlimited
Rides
With thousands of routes available from around
the world, the Bkool Cycling Simulator is the perfect
companion for working up a sweat.

From the Alpe d’Huez
to Central Park
With 3D- or video-based rides available, there’s a Bkool
route available for all levels of cyclists. Or just upload your
own GPX files to enjoy your favorite rides.

Real Weather (™)
Bkool’s patented Real Weather technology is an exclusive
training tool for riders looking to reproduce race conditions
on any given route. Experience real-time weather and
daylight conditions anywhere in the world.

Infinite
Competition
The Bkool universe is an ever growing community of cyclists
and teammates, with leagues, competitions and velodrome
challenges just a click away.

Multiplayer
Join a challenge or ride with friends. Bkool multiplayer
challenges give you that real race-feel as you race against
riders from around the world.

Leagues
Join a league and vie for prizes from Bkool sponsors or
even create your own. Leagues in Bkool offer long- and
medium-term incentives to train and ride and bring eRacing
to a different level.

Prizes
All year round there are incentives to ride on offer in the
Bkool Cycling Simulator. Connect to Bkool’s social media
channels and listen out for chances to win.

Velodrome
Fun on the boards isn’t limited to 6-day racing.
The Bkool velodrome is the place to ride if you’re looking
for something different. Get the adrenaline pumping with
cycling games and classic races.

PushYour
Limits
As a training tool, the Bkool Cycling Simulator
comes into its own as you can choose from a
wide selection of workouts available or even
create your own.

Personalized Challenges
Working closely with the data you’ve input into the Bkool
Cycling Simulator, each workout can be tailored
automatically to your fitness level. Pushing you to give that
little bit extra in the search for marginal gains.

Workout Creator
The Bkool Workout Creator is the perfect add-on to the
Simulator, allowing you to carefully craft your training
routine and roadmap to hit your up-coming goals.

Connecting
With The Best
The Bkool Cycling Simulator becomes your coach’s best
friend and your perfect training partner, connecting
automatically with your key training tools and helping
you optimize all your training time

Connect to StravaTM, GarminTM, or Training PeaksTM for infinite data analysis.

Compatible with Mac, Windows, iOS and Android

Smart Air
A fully featured direct drive smart trainer built to recreate the drama of the road
in your own home. Its innovative, durable design suspends the resistance unit in the
air, allowing the rider to recreate natural, side-to-side movement on the bike and
enjoy a truly immersive indoor cycling experience.
Its revolutionary power measurement system provides data with a margin
of error of less than 2%.

Extremely quiet

Plug&Play

Rocking System

Power measurement

Up to 3,000W

25% max gradient

Wireless.

Plug & Play.

ANT+ & Bluetooth Smart.

No set-up needed & factory calibrated.

Increased realism.

Accurate.

6-degree rocking mechanism

Direct drive trainer with sensors to offer

for an even greater experience.

realistic speed, cadence and power values.

What’s in the box

Cadence sensor, thru-axle adaptors, AC adaptor, USB ANT+ and a free three-month
Bkool Premium subscription.

Smart Air Lite
Our newest direct drive trainer with the same clean lines of the Smart Air
in a highly competent and competitive package. Its power measurement system
provides data with a margin of error of less than 3%.

Wireless.
ANT+ & Bluetooth Smart.

Plug & Play.
No set-up needed & factory calibrated.

Accurate.
Direct drive trainer with sensors
to offer realistic speed, cadence
and power values.

Easy storage.
Folding feet.

Extremely quiet

Plug&Play

Folding feet

Power measurement

20% max gradient

Up to 2,000W

What’s in the box

AC adaptor, USB ANT+ and a free three-month Bkool Premium subscription.

Smart Pro3
The perfect evolution of our most popular trainer, boasting a new calibration
system for increased precision, providing power data with a maximum 3% margin
of error. It combines the most advanced realistic simulator with the latest
developments in smart trainer technology to provide an amazing user experience.

Very quiet

Plug&Play

Super stable

Universal

Up to 1,200W

15% max gradient

Wireless.
ANT+ & Bluetooth Smart.

Compact & light.
Easy storage, foldable.

Plug & Play.
No set-up needed & factory calibrated.

Extreme terrain simulation,
with smart resistance control.

Wheel friendly.
Adjustable to any wheel size (20"-29").

What’s in the box

Front wheel stand, AC adaptor, quick release, USB ANT+ and a free three-month
Bkool Premium subscription.

Smart Go2
The perfect entry-level smart trainer that provides a fantastic indoor
cycling experience at an unbeatable price.

Wireless.
ANT+ & Bluetooth Smart.

Compact & light.
Easy storage, foldable.

Wheel friendly.
Adjustable to any wheel size (20"-29").

Extreme terrain simulation
with smart resistance control.

Plug & Play.
No set-up needed & factory calibrated.

Quiet

Plug&Play

Super stable

Universal

Up to 800W

8% max gradient

What’s in the box

Front wheel stand, AC adaptor, quick release, USB ANT+ and a free three - month
Bkool Premium subscription.

Compatible
Software
Bkool trainers are compatible with ANT+ FE-C
and/or Bluetooth Smart

ANT + FE-C
Bkool Fitness App

BLE (Bluetooth Smart)

INCLUDED

Strava
Garmin Edge Series
Trainer Road
Zwift
Kinomap

Android

iOS

Bkool
Fitness App
The Bkool Fitness app has been developed to take
full advantage of the features and functionality of
the Bkool Smart Bike, making it the ideal
companion for a complete immersive indoor
cycling experience, and putting you in control of
your fitness.

Working to your rhythm
Hundreds of video-based classes with world-class instructors
are available. Each class, available in either English or Spanish,
is carefully constructed to ensure you hit specific fitness objectives
designed for all levels of exercise from beginner to advanced.

Sweat smarter
Unleash the full potential of the Bkool Smart Bike with the Bkool
Fitness app. Just download the app and choose the Bkool Smart
Bike via Bluetooth to start working out. It’s that simple.

All the data at your fingertips
The app provides a wealth of information on screen and
in real-time to ensure you’re on track with your training, with
data on calories burned, suggested effort versus your real effort,
suggested RPM versus your real RPM and, if you have a heart
rate monitor connected, it will also show heartbeat per minute.
Each class is divided into blocks of effort,with a visual guide
to maintain your personal effort in the zone.

Optimal viewing options
The app is available for tablets and phones on both iOS
and Android.

Smart Bike 2
Unlimited, intelligent fitness.
The fully redesigned Bkool Smart Bike 2 leads the next generation of exercise
bikes, providing an intelligent, plug-and-go interface with a dedicated fitness app
that you can use on phones or tablets, and putting you in control of your fitness.

Automatic

Ultra Silent

It adapts to you

Usb

Up to 1,500W

resistance

Innovative
gear shifting

at 120rpm

The Bike adapts to you
A quick test through the Bkool Fitness app and the bike will customize
its resistance to your level.
The heart of the Bkool Smart Bike lies with how it interacts with the app, with
the magnetic resistance of the Bike’s silent fly-wheel controlled automatically
depending on the workout or fitness class you’ve selected.
As you improve over time, the Bike will continually, and automatically, adapt
accordingly.

Multiple options
for an immersive
indoor cycling
experience.
Bkool Fitness App

Bkool Cycling Simulator

Each Bkool workout class features quality music and fitness

For the keen cyclist, the Bike will also connect with the Bkool cycling

instructors at the top of their game.

simulator, providing access to unlimited 3D and video-based routes,
workouts and velodrome sessions around the world.
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BKOOL CYCLING

Your saddle

A great fit for
optimum riding

A universal seat clamp means you can easily install
your favorite saddle. Because we all have our
personal preference.

The perfect position
The v-shape design allows the Bike to fit any man or
woman between 160cm and 195cm tall by simply
adjusting the saddle height, handlebar height, and
handlebar reach. Micro-measurements on the stem
and seat post allow for precision adjustment.
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The handlebars
A new, multi-position handlebar offers a full range of
hand positions so you can ride comfortably.

4

Optimized Q factor
A narrower Q factor at just 188mm ensures
smoother pedalling, improved stance and greater
overall comfort.

Innovative gear shifting
The bike handlebars has two built in buttons to allow you
to easily swift gears and adjust the resistance at any time.

Smart Bike 2

Resistance

Friction-free system of permanent magnets

Power

850 W at 90 rpm / 1,500 W at 120 rpm

Communications

Wireless ANT+ and Bluetooth Smart

Drivetrain

Completely silent poly-V belt

Q Factor

188mm

Weight

50 kg. Compact and stable

Fly-wheel

450mm, 14 kg

Firmware

Updated wirelessly over the internet

Data readings

Power, cadence, and speed in real-time

Assembly

One person, super fast

Size

Inseam length (from 67 cm to 85 cm)

Warranty

2 years

Handlebars

Built in buttons for gear shifting

What’s in the box…

Smartphone mount

USB ANT +

Free three-month
premium subscription

AC Adaptor

Instructions

Tools for assembly

Compatible with
other trainers
Do you have a trainer from another brand?
You too can enjoy everything the Bkool Cycling Simulator has to offer.
Compatible with:

Compatible with Mac, Windows, iOS and Android
For more information on compatibility, click here:
(http://www.bkool.com/simulator/simulator2hEN)

CONNECTION TO THIRD-PARTY PLATFORMS

Bkool connects to your favorite platforms

Dual heart
rate meter

Speed and cadence sensor
(ANT+ y Bluetooth 4.0)

Smartphone
mount

(ANT+ y Bluetooth 4.0)

Premium
card

Thru axle
adapters

(annual subscription)

Mat

12mm Adapter

Tablet mount

Dual heart
rate meter

Smartphone
mount

(ANT+ y Bluetooth 4.0)

Cadence
sensor
(ANT+ y Bluetooth 4.0)

Mat

Premium
card
(annual subscription)

Tablet
mount

The Immersive
Sports Company

